AUX1 acts upstream of PIN2 in regulating root gravitropism.
AUX1 and PIN2 auxin transporter are required for the asymmetric distribution of auxin for root gravitropic response. However, the relationship between AUX1 and PIN2 in root gravitropism is unclear. Here, we report that aux1-T mutant show stronger defects in root gravitropism than pin2-T, and aux1-T pin2-T double mutants display similar agravitropic phenotype to aux1-T. The gravity-induced asymmetric distribution of auxin responses could not be established in pin2-T, aux1-T and aux1-T pin2-T mutants; whereas aux1-T pin2-T double mutants showed similar auxin responses to aux1-T mutant. These findings support AUX1 plays a role in root gravitropism upstream of PIN2.